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An industry leader, TravelJohn™ offers the safest, cleanest way to solve the problem of what to do when traditional restroom facilities are inaccessible, unsanitary or just plain unavailable.

Most of us don’t think about the need for personal waste disposal products or how often we need them until we really need them. However, the versatility of our TravelJohn™ products may make you question what you ever did without them.

TravelJohn™ has created a full line of complementary products to be used on their own or in conjunction with our Waste Disposable Bags, including our Foldable Commode.

IN THE HOME, IN EMERGENCIES

For instance, how would you handle waste elimination in an emergency situation? Sometimes things happen that we don’t expect: earthquakes, severe weather, or acts of terror. These events strike without warning and can cause disastrous effects including trapping us without restroom facilities or damaging our water supplies to prevent the proper use of toilets.

Improper elimination and open waste containers can cause dangerous health problems, but can be removed with the use of TravelJohn™ by placing Disposable Waste Collection products in all of your emergency and first aid kits.

IN HEALTHCARE

What about in the hospital? One of the biggest problems is the mess and difficulty involved in helping patients go to the bathroom, especially those who with limited mobility, post surgery recovery, interstitial cystitis syndrome, etc. Bed pans can be hard for the patients to use while catheters can sometimes cause patients to develop a Urinary Tract Infection (UTI). The results are often unsanitary and embarrassing for the patients.

Instead of relying on those ineffectual devices, replace them with TravelJohn™, the safe hygenic, and convenient personal waste disposable products which are the truly sanitary solution for patients.
Finally, think of all the precious spare time spent worrying about where to go to the bathroom when you should be enjoying outdoor activities with family and friends. Camping, hunting, hiking, boating, long bike rides and virtually any other outdoor activity can be made more enjoyable by eliminating the worry of “where to go”. To save even more valuable time, our lightweight Privacy Tent sets up in minutes and provides an instant restroom anywhere!

Are public restrooms safe? Think of all the facilities you’ve seen while traveling—in stores, stadiums, gas stations, restaurants, clubs... Ladies, imagine never having to sit on a public toilet ever again! Now you can use the stall for privacy and forget the unsanitary toilet. TravelJohn™ Personal Disposable Urinal Bags are compact enough to fit discreetly into almost any handbag. Just think of all the inconvenient situations you can now avoid!

ON THE ROAD, FOR HEALTH ISSUES

What about in the car? Traffic Jams, no restroom, dirty restroom, carsickness, and even overactive bladders are all good reasons to keep compact TravelJohn™ Disposable Urinal Kits in your glove box. Tissues and a resealable bag are included for quick, easy clean up.

OUTDOORS

Finally, think of all the precious spare time spent worrying about where to go to the bathroom when you should be enjoying outdoor activities with family and friends. Camping, hunting, hiking, boating, long bike rides and virtually any other outdoor activity can be made more enjoyable by eliminating the worry of “where to go”. To save even more valuable time, our lightweight Privacy Tent sets up in minutes and provides an instant restroom anywhere!

Patented LIQSORB® Technology

LIQSORB® is a patented flow management device. It is an expandable, liquid permeable, biodegradable polymer pouch, containing special anti-microbial agents. LIQSORB® turns water based solutions instantly into a gel and traps the soft gel inside a fabric pouch, creating a spill-proof, leak-proof, and puncture resistant pouch. The anti-microbial agents inhibit bacteria and fungus growth.
TravelJohn™ disposable urinal bags are convenient, uni-sexed, sanitary, personal urinals containing “LIQSORB ®”, the key ingredient that makes this work. LIQSORB ® is a combination of an exclusive biodegradable non-woven fabric pouch containing a biodegradable polymer substance that immobilizes bacterial growth quickly absorbing liquid waste and turning it into an odorless, spill-proof gel bag that is non-toxic and waste disposal safe. The Unisex adapter makes it easy for anyone and everyone to use while sitting (providing there is the use of gravity with an unobstructed, free-flowing opening or standing, and a spill guard to prevents back flow during use.

Compact
Revolutionary “bag within bag(s)” design...When folded...just slip them into your bag or into the glove compartment of the car, and you will never again need to worry about finding an accessible public toilet when you’re out and about.

Easy
Each bag is made of strong plastic, that is puncture resistant and contains our revolutionary LIQSORB ® polymer pouch that solidifies liquids instantly into a leak-proof, odorless, spill-proof gel that is non-toxic and safe for disposal in any waste bin.

Secure
With our LIQSORB ® pouch, no loose powder...and an average of two or three uses, no clean up and secure for disposal.

Leakproof, Hygienic, Odorless
No Clean up & Simply throw away!
Because no one should have to hold it in...
For Men, Women, and Children

Pharmacy
TravelJohn™ is Perfect for...
Emergency Situations
Health Issues
Traffic Jams

Potty Training
TravelJohn Jr.™ is Perfect for...
Gotta “Go” Situations
Young Children
Road Trips

Female Hygiene
TravelJane™ is Perfect for...
Long Bathroom Lines
Unsanitary Conditions
Morning and Motion Sickness

Outdoor/Wilderness
TravelJohn™ Adventurer is Perfect for...
Hunting
Boating
Camping
TravelJohn™ Disposable Urinal

Item: 66893
3-Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size:
4.75” X 2” X 4”
Color: White

Item: 66893CT2
6 X 3-Pack
Countertop Display with Header
Box Size:
9.75” X 6.5” X 4.5
Color: White

Item: 66911
6-Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size:
4.75” X 2” X 8”
Color: White

Item: 66892 (TJ1A3A6)
18-Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size:
5” X 4” X 11.75”
Tissue Included
Wipes Available
Color: White

STANDARD FEATURES
Revolutionary “bag with a bag” design
Non-toxic, odorless, spill proof gel. It instantly gels after absorption of liquid thus making it leak-proof!
No closure needed
Waste disposal safe, simply throw away
Small and light weight
Reusable until it is full
LIQSORB® super absorbant polymer pouch Volume indicator included
Unisex plastic collar for easy handling

FOR GENERAL MERCHANDIZING
Dimensions (Each Bag)
Unfolded: 5” X 11”
Folded: 2” X 2” X 5”
Volume(Max): 28 oz. (800 c.c)
Weight: 1.5 oz. Before Use
Color: White
FOR JUVENILE/CHILDREN
Dimensions (Each Bag)
Unfolded: 5” X 9”
Folded: 2” X 2” X 5”
Volume(Max): 20 oz. (600 c.c)
Weight: 1.5 oz. Before Use
Color: Blue

Item: 66814
3-Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size:
4.75” X 2” X 4”

Item: 66814
3-Pack
Color Bag
4Box Size:
5.75” X 2” X 6.5”

Item: 66814CT
6 X 3-Pack
Countertop Display with Header
Box Size:
9.75” X 6.5” X 4.5
Color: Blue

Item: 66815
1-Pack
4 Color Bag
Bag Size:
5” X 4” X 1.75”
Color: Blue

Item: 66914
6-Pack
4 Color Bag
Bag Size:
5” X 4” X 10”
Color: Blue
TravelJane™ Disposable Urinal And Sickness Bags

Item: 66835
3-Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size:
4.75” X 2” X 4”
Color: Pink

STANDARD FEATURES
Revolutionary “bag with a bag” design
Non-toxic, odorless, spill proof gel. It instantly gels after absorption of liquid thus making it leak-proof!
No closure needed
Waste disposal safe, simply throw away
Small and light weight
Reusable until it is full
LIQSORB® super absorbant polymer
pouch Volume indicator included
Unisex plastic collar for easy handling

FOR GENERAL MERCHANDIZING
Dimensions (Each Bag)
Unfolded: 5” X 11”
Folded: 2” X 2” X 5”
Volume(Max): 28 oz. (800 c.c)
Weight: 1.5 oz. Before Use
Color: Pink

Item: 66835CT
6 X 3-Pack
Countertop Display with Header
Box Size:
9.75” X 6.5” X 4.5
Color: Pink

Item: 66836CT
18 X 3-Pack
Countertop Display with Header
Box Size:
12.75” X 6.5” X 4.5
Color: White, Pink, or Blue

Item: 66829
3-Pack
Color Bag
Box Size:
5” X 2” X 5.5”
Color: Yellow
Item: 66838CT
6 X 3-Pack
Countertop Display with Header
Box Size: 9.75” X 6.5” X 4.5
Color: Green

FOR RESEALABLE
Dimensions (Each Bag)
Unfolded: 6” X 13”
Folded: 2” X 2” X 5”
Volume(Max): 28 oz. (800 c.c)
Weight: 1.5 oz. Before Use
Color: Green or White

STANDARD FEATURES
Revolutionary “bag with a bag” design
Non-toxic, odorless, spill proof gel. It instantly gels after absorption of liquid thus making it leak-proof!
Resealable
Waste disposal safe, simply throw away
Small and light weight
Reusable until it is full
LIQSORB® super absorbant polymer pouch Volume indicator included
Unisex plastic collar for easy handling
Solid Waste Collection Kit
Absorbs, Deodorizes and Disinfects Instantly

in our revolutionary Leak-Proof LIQSORB® Pouch.

Works Like Our Personal Disposable Urinal With An Extra Wide Spout For Easy Use

TravelJohn Solid Waste Collection Bags use the same revolutionary Leak-Proof LIQSORB® Pouch and provide the same odorless, spill proof protection. Each disposable bag comes with the neccessitates listed below.

Item: 66900
Solid Waste Collection Kit
3-Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size:
6.5” X 3” X 8”
Includes 1 Scented Tissue Pack (20 2-ply sheets)
Dimensions:
Unfolded:
23” X13”X10”(Gussedeted)
Folded:
6.75”X5”
Color: Green

STANDARD FEATURES
Patented LIQSORB® absorbent pouch prevents leakage
Leakproof design

Item: 66993
Daily Restroom Kit
4 Color Box
Box Size:
5.5” X 2” X 7”
Includes 1 Solid Waste Collection Bag
Includes 2 resealable disposable urinal bags
Includes 3 anti-septic moist hand wipes for disinfection
Includes 1 Scented Tissue Pack (20 2-ply sheets)
Dimensions:
Unfolded:
23” X13”X10”(Gussedeted)
Folded:
6.75”X5”
Color: Green

Disposable and bio-degradeable plastic Revolutionary “bag with a bag” design (Gusseted liner and zipper bag)
Stable, steel-frame folding chair for use with Travel-John Solid Waste Kit (included). It has a padded seat with top flap, plastic feet, and **folds to 6”X6”X24”**. Can be used as an ordinary chair or commode and is **ideal for outdoor use**. As comfortable as being in your own home!

**For Emergency Preparedness, Keep One in the Garage & Another in the car.**

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Folded steel frame construction
- Padded seat
- Light weight design, 4LBS
- Plastic feet
- Use as a foldable chair
- Includes side storage pocket for accessories

**Pocket Tissues**

These soft maximum comfort two-ply tissues are strong and absorbent, perfect for running noses, toilet paper in public restrooms, or wherever tissue papers are needed.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Scented for maximum comfort
- Includes easy to open/close pouch
- Each pack includes 20X2-ply sheets (Total 60 Sheets)

**Item: 66904**
- 3-Pack
- 4Color Bag
- Box Size: 6.75” X 11” X 2”
- Color: White

**Item: 66944**
- Olive Drab (Green)

**Item: 66945**
- Desert Camouflage

**Item: 66946**
- Jungle Camouflage

1-Pack
- Box Size: 5.7” X 25” X 5.7”
- Color: Green
Flexible Seat For Bucket

To create an instant toilet: Simply attach, and the TravelJohn durable PVC flexible seat turns most buckets or pails into an instant toilet. Sanitary, comfortable and easy to carry, the seat is flexible enough to fold in half, making it the perfect outdoor accessory.

Bucket Commode

This TravelJohn Bucket Commode is great for all purpose use. Features the Gamma Seal Lid that transform a bucket into an airtight storage container! Liquids, Mesquites, Dry foods, Tool and Plumbing supplies, excellent for literally thousands of storage applications.

Flexible Seat & Bucket Commode

Fits Securely Over Standard Size Buckets and Pails

The TravelJohn Flexible Seat For Bucket is made to fit over most standard size buckets and pails. The durable PVC seat is comfortable and easy to clean. Its smooth texture and soft padding makes the Flexible Commode Seat the ideal adaptable toilet seat.

Item: 66931
1 Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size: 15” X 15” X 15”
Color: Gray, Black, Dark Green

Item: 66902
1 Pack
4 Color Box
Box Size: 15.5” X 15.5” X 3”
Color: Dark Green
Privacy Tent

Sets up in seconds
to provide an instant restroom anywhere in a flash! Ready when you really need it! A specially designed umbrella-shaped tent frame features our exclusive KWIK Silver release mechanism. Just pull 2 ropes and the tent pops up instantly.

The Privacy Tent can be used as a shower room, outdoor toilet, changing room, hunting blind, or privacy shelter. The Privacy Tent features our KWIK Silver mechanism and unique umbrella frame that sets up in 5 seconds! Just pull 2 ropes and the tent pops right out instantly. No more hassles with awkward sticks. Best yet, it can be taken down in just a few seconds!

Item: 66941
Olive Drab (Green)

Item: 66942
Desert Camouflage

Item: 66943
Jungle Camouflage

1-Pack
Box Size: 7” X 28.5” X 7”
Privacy Tent Size: 78” Height

STANDARD FEATURES
KWIK Silver release mechanism for easy setup
Setup and take down in seconds
Quick release latch
Dome cover and mesh roof panel for air ventilation
3 center-split mesh windows for access and additional ventilation
Privacy window flaps
Inside storage pocket
4 stakes for anchoring
4 weight pockets for anchoring if stakes not used
1 carrying bag for easy transport
Fire retardant, water resistant fabric
Weights only 7 LBS
Heavy duty frame
1 year limited warranty
6’6” center height 4’ X 4’ sq. foot floor space

- Compact
- Easy to Set Up
- Easy to take down